"green grow the rushes-o"
In the bow would be placed my final despair and humiliation:
the tea-basket and all its laborious apparatus for family tea; presently
we moored to the bank between the roots of Father's favourite
overhanging tree on the Cookham reach, about a mile up-stream
from Boulter's Lock ... I would give worlds, now that I am fifty-
three, and long before then, for one of those river teas with Father
in the swaying shade under the Cliveden woods! But perhaps
resdess seventeen can be forgiven for fierce impatience and the
feeling that parents were out of tune with those green and golden
afternoons.
. . . The spirit-lamp, carefully lit, sheltered from every puff of
wind by Father's bending solicitude, suddenly.began to rock and
spill and go out at the critical moment, because a queer cigar-
shaped motor-boat would tear up and down that particular reach,
churning up the water and sending wave after wave rolling towards
either shore; up and down, never just passing and vanishing into
the distance towards Marlow and Henley as its speed entitled it
to do, leaving my father in peace with our tea-kettle... "Damn!"
Father muttered, glaring with furious blue eyes towards that in-
fernal "cigar", so oblivious of our comfort, and presently "damn!"
again and louder, as, thrashing the water, it hurled itself back along
the same route during that equally critical moment of pouring out
the tea. As though it mattered, I thought. Lunch, yes—from a
professional hamper packed by Skindle's Hotel, and the neck of a
slim bottle slanting out. For these were the dashing Edwardian
days, when Skindle's .and the lawn at Skindle's and the scandals
at Skindle's and the Guards' Club opposite Skindle's, stood for a
whole world of wickedness, fashion and fim; the Merry Widow
world: "I'm going to Maxim's*', in the same spirit but not so
coy any more as the Miller's Daughter in "Three Little Maids",
five years before:
Fast and deep ran the water,
But she was ... faster still!
Not that I craved especially for what "fast" represented—(and
further down the century: "hot stuff"; and then: "tough
baby"). I have not and have never had a Skindle's temperament,
a Lido temperament, a Palm Beach and Eden Rock temperament.
Waltzing to the tunes of Viennese musical comedy of Franz Lehar
and Oscar Strauss and Leo Fall was nearer my ideas of love and
laughter and all the rest of it, than sculling double in a family skiff
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